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A Report from the UFT

Class Size and the New York Contract
For the first time, limits on class size were written into a teacher?board
of education contract when the United Federation of Teachers in New York
pushed the board to the wall last fall. Does this mean that the union has
thrust itself into new areas of responsibility? Union organizer Seiden thinks
it does and discusses the professional challenge of this new union role.

By DAVID SELDEN
FEW teachers, even within the teacher union the UFT and the Board of Education are unique
movement, are aware of the dynamic changes in the annals of education and teacher profession
alism.
implicit in the new trend toward collective
bargaining.
Before the collective bargaining era, New York

The present contract between the New York
City Board of Education and the United Federa
tion of Teachers, AFL-CIO, is so extensive and

technical that at first glance it seems to be only a
collection of regulations giving the teachers cer
tain rights and benefits which they formerly did

not have. A closer look at the history of the
class size clause, from grievance to bargaining

demand to contract print, shows that much more

is involved.

Class Size: A Key Issue
Few aspects of his professional life concern a

teacher more than the size of the class he teaches,
other than the size of his paycheck. And although

occasional exceptional situations may occur dur
ing the course of a teaching day when outside

pupil groupings may be practical from an educa

tional standpoint, nothing is a greater determi
nant of educational quality than the number of
students assigned to a teacher. Even the new
flexible programing and team teaching schemes,
which involve large-group instruction part of the
time, depend on the intensive, small-group reme

dial and drill sessions for their most solid edu

cational impact.
Surprisingly little has been done to establish

professionally sound limits on class size. Thus the
limits established in the 1963-65 contract between
MR. SELDEN is director of organization for the
United Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO, 300 Park

Avenue South, New York, N.Y.

City teachers tried repeatedly to bring about a

reduction in class sizes, with very little success.
Standards for controlling educational quality in
New York State are set by regulations of the
State Commissioner of Education. Despite the
importance of class size in the school quality
equation, the Commissioner's voice is surprisingly

muted. No limits at all are set on the size of

elementary school classes, and the regulation for
classes in secondary schools provides no method
of enforcement.
State regulations start off with the statement

that no secondary school teacher should teach
more than 150 pupils a day. In schools where

teachers are assigned five classes a day, this would
seem to indicate five classes of thirty pupils each

?but not necessarily. Under this rule, a teacher

can be required to handle oversize classes of forty

pupils or more if he also has smaller classes to
bring his daily average down to 150. Theoretically,

he could be assigned four classes of one pupil
each and a fifth class of 146 pupils.
Concepts of "average class size," "pupil-teach

er ratio," and "staffing ratio" are notorious points
of departure between teachers and school admin
istrators. Teachers are concerned with actual class
room conditions, while school administrators tend
to deal in statistics.

Nevertheless, beginning in 1955, in the pre

collective bargaining era, the grievance committee
of the New York Teachers Guild, predecessor of

the United Federation of Teachers, sought to
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force New York City to comply with the State employed in order to set up new classes to drain

Commissioner's 150-pupil limit. Under a pro off the excess students from oversize classes, and
vision of New York State education law which (2) there must be classroom space in which to
gives the Commissioner quasi-judicial powers, a put the new classes.
number of formal appeals were taken as test
In New York City both these restricting fac
cases by the union.
tors were operating. In many sections of the
In 1956, the Commissioner upheld the teach city, thousands of children were on part-time in

ers' contention that the limit was being violated,
and New York City was directed to make reports
annually as to progress made toward compliance.
Progress toward compliance with the 150-pupils
per-day regulation during the next four years was

struction and many schools were on multiple ses

sion because there was not enough classroom

space to permit a normal school day for all chil

dren. As for additional teachers, the city was

faced with a growing teacher shortage which was

scant indeed, even though the union kept up a seriously undermining the whole school program.

stream of appeals to the Commissioner.

Nearly a third of the city's full-time teachers were

Finally, in 1960, the Commissioner in effect substitutes?teachers who had not met require

threw up his hands. He ruled that there was little ments and passed examinations for regular teach
he could do to force a reduction in the daily pupil ing licenses. In its efforts to fill teaching positions,

load of secondary school teachers in New York the Board of Education had lowered teacher

City, even though there appeared to be widespread licensing standards and was considering further
moves in this direction.
violation of the standard in his regulations.
and by civic and parental organizations, efforts to

Reducing average class size by one pupil costs
approximately $6 million. Would it be wise to

Collective Bargaining: Round One

Faced with this problem, the union negotiators
adopted the strategy of down-playing demands for

Despite years of intensive efforts by the teachers

enforce even the loose provisions of the Com budget funds for added teaching positions which
could not be filled?
missioner's regulations had come to nothing.

In February of 1960, the Teachers Guild was class size reduction in favor of improvement in
reorganized and renamed the United Federation salaries and other benefits which would make it

of Teachers. The new organization gave top possible to attract more qualified teachers to the

priority to achievement of collective bargaining

system and to halt the flight of New York City

status. A year and a half later, as the UFT was teachers to the suburbs. Any real advance on the

campaigning for election as exclusive bargaining
agent for New York City teachers, efforts to re

duce class sizes were resumed. A union com

class size front would have to wait for the next
round of negotiations.

Thus the only references to class size in the

1962-63 agreement were a limitation of twenty
high-school academic classes exceeded thirty four pupils in industrial arts classes and an addi
pupils in September, 1960. By 1961, the figure tion of seventy-five teachers to the elementary

mittee study revealed that 70 per cent of regular

school division to reduce oversize classes to no
had risen to 73 per cent. For junior highs the
situation was the same. In elementary schools, more than thirty-nine pupils.

conditions were somewhat better, but even here,
half the classes had more than thirty pupils.

Round Two: The Second Contract

When the UFT was elected bargaining agent
The first historic collective bargaining con
in December, 1961, reduction of class sizes be tract between the UFT and the Board of Educa
came one of the most important items in the tion was signed in mid-October, 1962. A month

union's list of negotiating demands. The specific

demand submitted to the New York City Board
of Education asked that no class exceed thirty
pupils, that difficult classes have no more than
twenty-five, and that certain special classes be
limited to fifteen.

later the union negotiators were back at the same

old stand. Since negotiations on the first con
tract had been handicapped by a late start, the

union sought in early November to lay the basis
for the next contract through negotiations on the

board's budget request for 1963-64.

Important as reduction of class size was in the
In New York, budget-making is almost a year
list of UFT's negotiating demands, however, the
round process involving division heads, the Super
intendent of Schools, the Board of Education, the
union's negotiators realized that progress on the
class size front would be difficult.
Mayor, the City Council, the Board of Estimate,
In order to reduce class sizes two conditions and indirectly, the state legislature.
must be met: (1) Additional teachers must be
The response of the Board of Education to the
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UFT request to begin negotiations was a flat re belong in the contract, and that while the budget
fusal until the budget-making process had been would permit a limit of thirty-five for most class
completed, which would have delayed negotia es, there would be some exceptions. "We are
tions until April or May, 1963. This rebuff willing to issue directives or a statement estab
prompted the union to call a rally of teachers lishing the thirty-five limit, insofar as possible,"
they said, "but we can't put it in the contract."
at the Board of Education headquarters in Brook
lyn in mid-January. Two days before the rally And this is how the issue stood until the very last
date, board negotiators agreed to begin discus hours of negotiation before the September 9 strike
deadline.
sions on the terms of the new contract.

However, the strategy of the board was soon

It was absolutely essential to the union that

revealed. Even though talks on the new contract

class size limits be placed in the contract and not

budget-making process was declared beyond the
collective bargaining pale. Second, many of the
union's demands, including the reduction of class
size, were declared "not negotiable," i.e., not

solid contract clause, a policy statement by the
board could be changed at will without consulting
the union, and of course such a policy statement

proposals would go on, participation in the merely stated in the board's policy. Unlike a

would not be enforceable through use of the
grievance procedure.
The board's position was a strong one. Unlike
The union countered with public charges of

proper subjects for collective bargaining.

"bad faith" and began cranking up its strike ma
chinery. Since the existing contract contained a
no-strike pledge, the union set its strike date as
September 9, the first school day after the ex
piration of the contract on June 30.
To solidify teacher and public support, the UFT
sloganized its demands. "Reduce Class Sizes!" was
made one of the five main union objectives.

most negotiations in private industry, the success
of the teachers' negotiations depended very heav

ily on maintaining a degree of public support.

Earlier in the year New York newspaper printers
had conducted a successful three-month strike in

the face of very strong public disapproval. Pro
tected by the provisions of labor relations laws
and supported by the financial strength of the In

In the meantime, "back at the bargaining ternational Typographical Union, the printers

table," the union negotiators kept plugging away could rely almost solely on their own solidarity
on the class size issue. To counter the board's to carry them through to victory.
The teachers, however, were in no such im
adamant stand against sharing budget-making au
thority, the union shifted its ground to a simple pregnable union fortress. Teachers, like other
outright demand for class size limits, regardless public employees, are outside the protection of
labor laws and the parent organization, the Amer
of budgetary considerations.
ican Federation of Teachers, has no strike fund.
The board, too, shifted position under the

union's barrage of public agitation. While still The class size issue had the strongest public ap
maintaining that the size of the class assigned peal of all the union's demands. If the board
to a teacher was a matter of educational policy could give public assurance that class sizes would
rather than working conditions, it was conceded be reduced and limited, the union's overall bar
that "intolerable" limits could be reached, at gaining position would be effectively undermined,
which point class size would become truly a work since it could make little difference to the public
ing condition and thus enter into the "negotiable" whether the class size reduction were in or out
category. Management representatives suggested of the contract.
that "forty-five or fifty" might be such a "toler

Round Three: The Breakthrough

ance" limit.

The UFT negotiators immediately began prob

ing the chink opened by the management side.
First, they pointed out that putting a maximum

As the summer dwindled away, union strategy
was to keep pressing all issues without "settling"

on any until the class size objective had been

class size of "forty-five or fifty" into contract print won. To the Board of Education, however, the

would be extremely bad advertising from a teach major stumbling block seemed to be the question
er recruiting standpoint. Then the UFT brought of salary increases. To grant the union's demands,

out the statement from the Superintendent's

funds would have to be added to the school

budget request referred to above?that the budget budget by the city, and the board had already ac
already provided additional positions to estab cepted as final the budget approved in June. Thus
lish a maximum of thirty-five.
the board's negotiators insisted on settling the
The board's response to these arguments was salary issue before negotiating any of the other
that class size limits, even if established, did not major items. The result was a "freeze" of the
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negotiations and a deepening of the crisis. team teaching; that there was not enough class
The thaw came only three days before the
room space in the city to reduce the size of classes

deadline, when Mayor Robert F. Wagnerwithout
ap
putting more schools on double or triple
pointed a panel of three distinguished citizens session
to
or following some other educationally un

mediate the dispute. These were former federal
sound practice.
judge Simon H. Rifkind, Theodore Kheel, andThe UFT's response was to suggest a device
Frank Karelson. Rifkind and Kheel are widely
similar to that previously described as a part of
experienced labor relations experts; Karelsonthe
is State Commissioner's regulations, but with
a member of the executive board of the Public
important differences. As in the Commissioner's
Education Association. The mediators were ap
regulations, limitations would be stated, but ex
pointed on Friday, September 6. They began their
ceptions would be allowed. The important differ
real work the next day, and almost immediately
ence, however, was that any teacher assigned to an
the rigidity of the two sides began to melt away.
oversize class would be given the reason, in writ
ing,
The mediators accomplished the thaw by
a for the over-limit assignment, and if the teach

simple expedient. After listening to summarieser
ofthought the reason given was improper or not

valid, a grievance could be filed which could go
each position, they announced that the salary
to an arbitrator for final decision. Such a pro
issue would be handled last. This reversal put the
vision could only be established through contract
board's negotiators under heavy pressure to give

way on the non-wage issues in order to reduce
language, not through a directive or statement
the contract.
the resistance of the union when the salaryoutside
ne
gotiations were reached.

Although the board struggled long and fiercely

against this proposal, in the end the union's
When the class size issue came up for negotia
formulation was adopted. The exact contract
tion, the board first reiterated its position that the
clause is quoted below:
subject was not negotiable because class size was

a matter of educational policy, rather than work
ing conditions. In its counter-argument the union

ARTICLE IV-B-1

took a bold step into the uncharted area of the 1. Class Size Limitation:

professional interest of teachers.

The Board and the Union agree that, in so far

Teachers are professionals, the UFT stated. In
as possible, for the 1963-64 school year, no sub

this they differ from other employees who workject class in elementary or junior high school

by the hour or on a piece-work basis, becauseshall exceed 35 pupils, and the Board agrees

part of the compensation of a professional is theto request funds in the budget so that no class
satisfaction he derives from successful use of hisin elementary or junior high school shall exceed
skill. A machine operator is paid by the hour to 34 pupils in the 1964-65 school year.
The Board and the Union agree that, in so far

operate his machine and so long as he is not
as possible, for the 1963-64 school year, no
"sweated" and operates his machine under satis
subject class in senior high school shall exceed
factory working conditions, his only legitimate con 39 pupils, and the Board agrees to request funds

cern is with his wages and other benefits. In indusin the budget so that no class in senior high
try the nature and quality of the product are notschool shall exceed 37 pupils in the 1964-65
the concern of the worker. If a teacher is to be school year.
considered a production worker, the board's posi In the event that it is necessary to assign a
teacher to a class which exceeds the objectives
tion of "tolerance limits" would be correct. But
listed above, the principal shall stipulate the
a teacher is not merely a production worker. He
reason in writing to the teacher and to the
is a professional. In addition to having a responsiSuperintendent of Schools. Such statement of
bility to maintain professional standards, the sizereasons may be available for examination by
of the class he teaches has a definitive effect on
the Union in the office of the Superintendent
the amount of satisfaction he derives from pracof Schools.
An acceptable reason for exceeding the class
ticing his profession.
size objectives may be any of the following:
The union then admitted that optimum class

size is subject to professional debate?but that a. There is no space available to permit

scheduling of any additional class or classes in
certainly the professionally acceptable limit was order to reduce class size.

not as high as forty-five or fifty.

b. Conformity to the class size objective

The board was unable to answer this argumentwould result in placing additional classes on
effectively. Instead, it fell back on its secondaryshort time schedule.
defenses: that a low class size limit would restrict c. Conformity to the class size objective
would result in the organization of half-classes.
experimentation with flexible programing and
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d. A class larger than 35 is necessary and de

sirable in order to provide for specialized or ex
perimental instruction.

e. Any other reason which in the judgment
of an arbitrator justifies the exception.

Signpost to the Future

union will seek to reduce the limits and allow
fewer exceptions. Note, too, that the terms refer
to limits, not averages.

More than this, the teaching profession in New

York City has been thrust into new areas of re
sponsibility. Regardless of the claims of the Board

The present contract clause is probably the of Education to the contrary, by establishing lim

most remarkable achievement in what is conceded

its on class size the union has entered the arena

to be a remarkable contract. It is more important
from a professional point of view than even the

of budget-making. In future negotiations, and in

their functioning and program, the teachers

new $11,025 teacher salary maximum. There is

through their union must give consideration to

in the United States, or for that matter, the world.

perintendent and Board of Education. Even the

It has firmly established class size as a proper

school building program will be involved.
Collective bargaining for teachers, born out of
strife and protest, has in two short years become

simply nothing like it in any other school district matters once exclusively the concern of the Su

subject for negotiation and regulation through a

collective bargaining contract clause. Since the
contract covers two years, lower limits are pro a new and challenging way of responsible pro
jected for 1964-65. In future negotiations the fessional life.

English Teachers Didn't Major in English Nobody Can't Write Good?Even Fischer
High-school students spend almost one-fourth of
their time learning English, but the newest study of

The quality of current prose is a national dis

grace, according to John Fischer, editor of Harper's,
English teachers shows that one-third of them did writing in the February issue of that magazine. "Most

not major in English in college nor in any field alarming of all," he adds, "is the discovery that a
related to it. The majority of English teachers do lot of teachers can't write either."
Repeating what he told the National Council of
not consider themselves well prepared to teach
composition and oral skills; 90 per cent don't think the Teachers of English last November, Fischer wrote
they are prepared to teach reading. Almost half of that "the creeping slobbism which is endemic in
them think they are not prepared to teach literature

and language.

These are facts recently made public by U.S.

Commissioner of Education Francis Keppel, as taken
from a study by the National Council of Teachers

of English. The study will soon appear in book

form as The National Interest and the Continuing
Education of Teachers of English.

many schools cannot be checked so long as a

youngster is permitted to get by with sloppy writ
ing in every classroom except one."
As if to prove his own thesis that "nobody can't
write good," Fischer wrote this unbuttoned prose
involving questionable agreement: "In both high
schools and colleges a small band of stubborn teach
ers still believes that it is not only possible but
essential to teach kids to write. They [sic] are con
vinced that American society will not permit itself

Other study high points: 1) Of the 90,000 sec
ondary school English teachers, only about 800 re
ceive in a year any form of financial aid for grad to drown in the rising tide of incoherence."

uate study, although in 1962 the federal government

alone assisted more than 51,000 teachers in other

How Prestige Affects Grading Practice

subjects. 2) Teacher education in English at the

High-school English teachers give a composition
a higher mark if they think it is written by a stu
dent in the honors program than if it is attributed
major in English. Only one in three elementary to a student in the general or vocational track.
teachers was required to study American or English
This is the report of Professor Benjamin Rosner,
literature. Not one in five was required to study Brooklyn College, who is directing a three-year study

elementary level is an even more desperate need.
Of those surveyed, fewer than 10 per cent had a

composition beyond the freshman year.

of how to measure growth in composition skills. Fifty

and develop summer workshops and in-service train
ing programs.

dent, his grade level, or at what point in the school
year he wrote the composition.

Both the U. S. Office of Education and the NEA teachers were asked to mark identical sets of papers.
are trying to give the increased support needed for Characteristics of the authors were reported, but
English teaching, the USOE with its Project English were switched to determine the effects of factors
to develop curriculum and teaching methods in sixty
independent of the composition itself, with the re
research projects costing $1 million, and the NEA sulting discovery of a halo effect when the writer was
with its Project on English Composition, which has believed to be a superior student.
Grading was not affected by the sex of the stu
now set up nine centers to emphasize composition
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